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 Cloud computing business models vary
significantly, as do the potential business and legal
risks, particularly for financial services companies.

 Supplier “first generation” form agreements and
existing master services agreements do not properly
address cloud computing services risks and
compliance issues.

 This session will explore what makes cloud
computing different, contracting models and effect
on existing outsourcing agreements, and emerging
delivery and pricing methodologies.

Overview
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Ominous Clouds
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 Cloud computing covers a multitude of different
business and technology models, having different risk
profiles and contract implications

 Understanding how the “cloud” will be used in a
particular outsourcing solution is key to successful
contracting

The Silver Lining
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NIST Definition: “Cloud computing is a model for enabling
convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of
configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage,
applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and
released with minimal management effort or service provider
interaction.” (v15, October 7, 2009)

EU Definition: “A ‘cloud’ is an elastic execution environment of
resources involving multiple stakeholders and providing a metered
service at multiple granularities for a specified level of quality (of
service).”

What Is Cloud Computing?
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Software-as-a-Service (SaaS)

 Access standard software over the internet

 Not a customized solution, with the
software used by many

 No “version control;” new versions
implemented to all users

 Software configuration limits set
by the supplier

Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS)

 Customer ability to access/build
applications on supplier defined
architecture

 Ability to deploy and access custom
software solution over the internet

 Supplier established programming
capability limits

Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS)

 Ability to move applications and operating
system software to a cloud platform

 Supplier established infrastructure
configuration

 Supplier established availability and
scalability limitations

Cloud Computing Models
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Technologies

Cloud computing
Managing a hybrid services environment

Cloud Service Offerings
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Is this just hype creating unnecessary concern?

 Is any of this really new?

– Service bureau

– Hosted applications

– E-Commerce services

– Outsourced IT infrastructure

– ASP services

 What’s different about the “cloud”?

Cloud Computing – Do we have our heads in a cloud?
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 Understand the technology to be implemented and access
methods, as well as data movement and storage

– Map the data-flows, data storage and technology
infrastructure across geographies

– Map the interaction and integration points with third
party services/systems/software/data feeds

 Determine whether the cloud-based solution complies with
regulatory requirements for financial services companies

Cloud Computing Pre-Contract Issues
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Understand the Interaction Between Clouds

 Cloud architecture and topography

– Private, public, hybrid, dedicated

 General integration issues across clouds

 Consistent standards

– Data security and backup, privacy, single sign-on

A Storm Formation?
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Critical Issues to Consider

 Service levels

 Intellectual property

 Data ownership and use

 Data security

 Privacy

 Compliance with laws and regulations

Cloud Computing Contracts
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Service Levels

 Availability

 Scalability

 Response time

 Problem escalation/resolution

Reality: Most commodity cloud offerings have limited SLAs, if
any. Each cloud services solution needs to be reviewed,
including against existing SLAs, to determine appropriate SLAs,
metrics and remedies.

Cloud Computing Contracts
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Intellectual Property

 Consents to use technology infrastructure

 Licensing models

– Seat/User/Enterprise vs. “Cloud”

– Do existing agreements permit use of third party
software/data in the cloud architecture?

 Scope of IP indemnification

Cloud Computing Contracts
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Data Ownership and Use

 Ownership of:

– Data input by the customer or its customers

– Data processed and stored in the cloud

 Supplier right to use “aggregated” data

 Provision/Integration with third party data

 Portability of data/locked into a cloud

Cloud Computing Contracts
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Data Security Issues

 Data security requirements

 Back-up and redundancy

 Location of storage

 Retention and destruction requirements

 Audits

 Subpoena response

Cloud Computing Contracts
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Privacy Issues

 What data is involved?

– PII and PHI

– GLB, HIPAA, EU directive compliance?

 Where is the data transmitted and stored?

 Restrictions on use by the service provider and third parties?

 Solution consistent with privacy policies?

Cloud Computing Contracts
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Law and Regulatory Compliance

 Compliance with laws

– Which laws/regulations apply?

– International concerns

 Changes in laws/regulations

Reality: Due diligence is key for financial services
companies to determine whether a particular cloud-
based solution will be in compliance with applicable
laws/regulations.

Cloud Computing Contracts
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